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5

Abstract6

Internet proposes services and tools which transform in depth the on-line transactions B-to-B.7

So, the electronic marketplaces are considered as a real revolution since about twenty years.8

The first objective of this article is to explain the process of two types of electronic reverse9

auctions organized in marketplaces. In the second part, we try to answer the question: Do10

electronic reverse auctions really optimize the supply chain after more than two decades of11

use? We will also try to show the interests of a global vision and not only on prices reduction12

in the process of these reverse auctions.13

14

Index terms— e-procurement; e-SCM; marketplace; multi-criteria reverse auction.15

1 Introduction16

ffective procurement management often leads to optimization of a company’s entire supply chain. This17
optimization results in the reduction of costs, not only for strategic purchases (production) but also for non-18
strategic purchases (non-production). The competition of new suppliers on the Internet is also a very effective19
process of reducing costs for buyers. It is in this context that electronic tools are emerging to help companies20
better manage their supplies. Among these tools we distinguish more particularly the marketplaces.21

Thus, the actual democratization of the Internet makes electronic procurement through marketplaces accessible22
to businesses of all sizes. Indeed, the appearance of marketplaces in the B2B universe is a fortunate thing for23
SMEs / SMIs. ”As proof, B-to-B marketplaces have been rolling out at high speed since 2017. That year, the24
platforms for professionals from the two global giants Alibaba and Amazon had generated respectively no less25
than 11 billion and 4 billion dollars in business volumes! These results suggest much greater prospects in a B-to-B26
ecosystem in full digital acceleration” (TEISSIER and DE CATHEU, 2019).27

According to the Mercator dictionary, a marketplace is defined as ”a meeting place [on the Internet] between28
supply and demand: negotiations, purchases and associated services”. Indeed, a marketplace provides several29
services such as esourcing (search and selection of suppliers), e-procurement (automation of the process managing30
orders), electronic reverse auctions, etc.31

However, the electronic reverse auctions become progressively a very interesting tool for certain buying32
companies. The motivation for these companies is the significant gain and the drastic reduction in procurement33
costs. Conversely, the suppliers consider these auctions as a tool that degrades their competitiveness.34

As there are different types of electronic reverse auctions, we will focus in this article on the use of ”open” and35
”sealed” electronic reverse auctions.36

The main objective of this article is first to explain the process of electronic reverse auctions and then to present37
the two types of electronic reverse auctions most used by companies doing their eprocurement. In addition, this38
article addresses the interests of a ”global vision” and not just ”price reduction” in the electronic reverse auction39
process. Finally, the case of Public Purchasing in France will be treated to show the new opportunities offered40
by ”multi-criteria electronic reverse auctions” compared to the classical electronic reverse auctions usually used.41

However, the strategic, secretive and evolving nature of these auctions makes it difficult, if not impossible in42
some cases, to obtain first-hand information and documentation. This forced us to base our research mainly on43
secondary sources. These are very essential in addition to the theoretical analysis of reverse auctions that we will44
present.45
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3 ELECTRONIC REVERSE AUCTIONS

2 II.46

3 Electronic Reverse Auctions47

Reverse auctions have been considered for more than two decades as the new electronic purchasing technique.48
This is ”an electronic bid selection process that allows candidates to lower their prices and change the value of49
certain other quantifiable elements of their bid” (BALU, 2012).50

Electronic reverse auctions ”now represent 15-20% of the total volume of B-to-B transactions worldwide.” And51
the markets involved can be considerable, such as an operation organized by the British National Health System,52
which was concluded for an amount of 1.8 billion euros” (BRUNAT, 2017).53

On the other hand, the French government declared on June 20, 2019 that ”the process of reducing public54
procurement to a minimum of 1 billion euros by the end of 2022 has been launched. In less than 6 months,55
the State Purchasing Department (DAE) must develop and start this budget savings plan, accompanied by a56
consulting firm, soon to be appointed, for an amount of approximately 35/40 million euros” 1 a) Opened electronic57
reverse auctions .58

The first suppliers who participate in electronic reverse auctions were motivated and enthusiastic. Quickly,59
some of them realized the weakness of their logistics which could not follow. Indeed, by participating in these60
auctions, the costs of storage, transport and delivery have become very high according to them. In order to61
understand this phenomenon, we will try to analyze it.62

There are traditionally two types of electronic reverse auctions: open and sealed reverse auctions.63
Auctions are opened when the bids sent by the suppliers are known to all the other participants, which allows64

them to react accordingly. This leads to a dynamic auction process as each supplier knows in reel time the value65
of the leading bid in the auction and can exceed it to become the leader himself.66

The operator of electronic reverse auctions (the marketplace) must be a trusted, objective and neutral third67
party. He not only conducts the auction event, but also he functions as a business associate with buyers and68
their suppliers.69

An open electronic reverse auction session generally takes place in several phases. The example in the following70
table clearly illustrates these phases:71

1 Web site j360. info < https://www.j360.info/actualites/actualitesmarc hes publics/Diminution_cout_achats_publics_commande_publique_Et72
at/> November 23, 2020.73

The Evolution of Electronic Reverse Auctions: Towards a Multi-Criteria Approach The negotiation phase74
(phase 2) is the key step in electronic reverse auctions. In order to participate, the supplier just needs to enter75
(in a participation window) a response to the buyer’s offer. He also has the possibility in certain cases to ask76
questions or request information.77

During this phase, the auction usually takes place in two stages: a continued stage and a timed stage. During78
the continued stage in an open reverse auction, suppliers publish their bids and have the option to bid up79
(downward direction) after a new bid. Before the end of the contained stage, the leader bets are recorded as80
they are sent, regardless of the time between them and the previous one. So an hour or two could go by between81
bets. During the timed stage, which typically begins ten minutes before the end of negotiation time, each new82
bet results in an overtime period (for example 5 minutes) called a round. Receiving a bet during one of these83
five-minute rounds marks the start of another round, and so on until a round ends ends without any new bets84
being registered.85

At the end of the timed stage, two situations can happen. If the total price of the winning bid 3 b) Sealed86
electronic reverse auctions is lower than the total reserve prices (price set by the buyer), we automatically go to87
the allocation phase (phase 3). On the other hand, if the price of the winning bid is greater than the total reserve88
prices, the buyer must decide whether or not to accept the conclusion of the transaction. If he wishes to accept89
it anyway, the buyer then has to modify his reserve price to become greater than the total price of the winning90
bid. So can begin the allocation phase (phase 3) of the auction.91

Sealed electronic reverse auctions are identical to the previous ones, except that during the negotiation phase92
(phase 2), suppliers do not have access to other bids and are not able to see the prices of their competitors’93
bids. They do not therefore have the opportunity to bid against their competitors in real time as in opened94
electronic reverse auctions. In this type of auction, suppliers must decide on their final bid before the beginning95
of the reverse auction. The amount of the bids therefore remains secret until the end of the negotiation phase.96
It is archived by the operator of the marketplace and disclosed to other participants on condition that they97
request it after the close of the auction. Thus, this mechanism implies a more important role for the operator of98
the marketplace, which must be an objective and neutral third party (BENTALEB, 2010). However, under no99
circumstances may the identity of the candidates be disclosed during the electronic auction phases.100

Are the l ctronic Reverse Auctions Sufficient to Optimize the Supply Chain After More than 20 Years of use?101
With globalization and international competition and in order to get the best deals for their supplies, more and102

more companies are opting to find and compete with new suppliers through marketplaces. Reverse auctions in103
this perspective were the star tool and cause controversy over the opportunism of the buyer vis-à-vis the supplier.104
The experience feedback in this regard is interesting as we want to highlight the opinions of many managers who105
decide on electronic reverse auctions over its two decades of use.106

For the past twenty years, many studies have dealt with electronic reverse auctions in the context of Bto-B107
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marketplaces (BEAM and SEGEV, 1998; HANNON, 2003; BRISSET, 2011; CARLI, 2017). These studies have108
clearly shown the benefits of these auctions. The following advantages can be distinguished:109

? They generate indisputable savings (especially for the buyer); ? They encourage collaborative relationships;110
? They drastically reduce the error rate associated with communication; ? They make transactions more111

transparent (especially opened reverse auctions); ? They allow greater openness of the panel of suppliers; ? They112
allow an indisputable saving of time for some types of products.113

Indeed, as mentioned by Franck LE TENDRE, Managing Director of Synertrade France: ”Almost all products114
can be purchased by electronic reverse auctions, then the gain effect will vary. On large series products, reverse115
auctions are quite effective but not on the service sector. If, for example, the labor part is important in the116
finished product, the auctions will have little effect” (DAVID, 2017).117

However, it is commonly accepted that, especially with regard to non-strategic (non-production) purchases,118
if the buyer finds a similar product at a lower price from another supplier, even if their relationship has lasted119
for several years, he cannot hesitate to change it in favor of this new supplier. Therefore, electronic reverse120
auctions can present an extremely worrying threat to suppliers who can react accordingly (decline in service,121
faulty delivery, lower quality, etc.).122

In addition to this threat, which can ”poison” the relationship between buyer and supplier, saving time and123
money is sometimes disputed by some academic research.124

Through this article, these theoretical arguments will be confirmed by numerous testimonies in the125

4 a) Saving time and money not always easy126

While the most dramatic phase of the electronic reverse auction is the phase of falling prices in real time, this127
phase alone creates very little value in some cases.128

Numerous studies have shown over the past twenty years that sometimes more than 80% of the value created129
in a reverse auction is linked to the rigorous preparation of the upstream and downstream of this one. A130
study carried out by ACCENTURE in 2001 on a reverse auction sample -involving similar categories and under131
homogeneous starting conditions -showed that:132

? Rigorously prepared auctions (clear product specification; logistics capacities; understanding and analysis of133
the supplier market; precise composition of the supplier panel; definition of the auction strategy; anticipation of134
selection criteria and contractual clauses) allowed to carry out gains between 15 and 30% of the starting value.135

? Auctions for which only information and preparation of the suppliers had been carried out in advance136
only allowed to obtain price reductions between 2 and 10% of the initial value. ? Finally, the only electronic137
reverse auction process only allowed marginal gains to be generated between 0 and 2% of the starting value138
(<www.accenture.fr>, 2nd quarter 2001).139

In addition, the studies of EMILIANI ??2000, ??007) and EMILIANI and STEC (2002) seems very interesting140
to us in this perspective. Indeed, the authors explain that buyers can negotiate with suppliers in order to establish141
long-term agreements for specific products and to concentrate purchasing volumes with the minimum number142
of suppliers. Rationalization of the Figure 2 illustrates a typical process for an electronic reverse auction, from143
project start to bid day. These steps are usually standard activities that the majority of buyers can accomplish on144
their own, without assistance from the marketplace operator. The losses incurred by detailed bid analysis after145
electronic reverse auctions are sometimes greater than the actual savings gained through these auctions. Indeed,146
at the end of the auction, the buyer evaluates the data of the offer. Typically, it asks the marketplace operator for147
additional detailed information, including quality and up-to-date information on delivery performance, changes148
in supplier capacity, etc. The evaluation of offers and additional data can take several weeks and should include149
other functions such as quality, product management, manufacturing engineering, etc. The time lag between the150
finalization of the offer and the allocation of the contract can generate additional work without added value. For151
example, a supplier can participate and win other additional auctions with other partners. As a result, he may152
not be able to honor his commitment to the buyer. Consequently, the buyer may have to re-evaluate the data153
and allocate the deal to the second-place candidate (the second-prize offer) (EMILIANI, 2000).154

5 Reserve price155

After the auction, the buyer makes the decision either to confirm the supply order or to cancel it. In each case,156
there is an introductory period during which the buyer and supplier must come to an agreement. The introductory157
period can be 12-18 months for some types of products, which is significant if the long-term agreement is for158
three years, for example. This is because the agreed agreement contains information on the price, cost and159
delivery performance targets, as well as other terms and conditions. The necessary signatures are obtained from160
the buyer and the supplier, which therefore gives the supplier the possibility to start the work. If the supplier161
already has the requested products in stock, he can proceed immediately to delivery, with the new price already162
agreed during the auction. However, it is clear that the ability to immediately reduce prices gives an advantage163
to the buyer’s usual suppliers. Thus, the buyer avoids the costs associated with changing his usual supplier. It164
is important to note here that the likely choice of usual suppliers by the buyer during electronic reverse auctions165
will discourage other suppliers to participate.166
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6 B) MULTI-CRITERIA WEIGHTED REVERSE AUCTIONS AS AN
ALTERNATIVE

If the requested product is new to the supplier, he must therefore obtain updated information and specifications167
from the buyer, order the raw material, design the process, manufacture the tools, etc. last two to four months.168
The buyer will not begin to receive any benefits generated by the auction until after receiving the products from169
the supplier. In addition, the total recommended savings will only be realized when the buyer receives the total170
annual quantity of the products, which requires more or less a year, depending on market demand.171

Additionally, according to EMILIANI’s 2007 research at Central Connecticut State University on the use of172
reverse auctions, marketplaces that offer reverse auction services want us to believe that today reverse auctions173
have improved a lot, but there is no improvement after more than 10 years of effort. ”Be sure that they will174
generate more work and more time for you ”(EMILIANI, 2007).175

In addition, some claim that the relationship between the buyer and the suppliers deteriorates using reverse176
auctions. ”This process destroys everything related to the know-how of buyers and sellers. Reverse auctions are177
a deadly system”, declared Jean-Claude VOLOT, president of the national joint fund (AGFPN), These analyzes178
are reassuring because they demonstrate how the consideration of other criteria besides the single price criterion179
is extremely important and remains the key in the success of electronic reverse auctions. Indeed, the price is only180
one criterion, admittedly important, but incapable on its own of optimizing supplies via reverse auctions.181

As a result, more and more buyers are considering other criteria besides price when performing a reverse182
auction. Thus, a buyer can mention in his RFP (Request for Purchase) other criteria that come into play in the183
evaluation of a supplier. These criteria generally relate to its logistical capacities, its geographical location, its184
flexibility, the history of the relationship with other buyers, its size, its turnover, its customer references, its policy185
concerning human resources or sustainable development, etc. Thus, ”the result of the reverse auction-a price-can186
be weighted by the technical score of the response given by the service provider to the specifications. For Hicham187
ABBAD, commercial director of K-Buy (now KLB Group), the price represents, depending on the case, between188
20 and 80% of the overall score ”(COSTA, 2008). In addition, the reverse auction process is extensively detailed189
in the 2006 Commercial Code in France, which stated that price could not be the only criterion for an auction190
(MAILLET, 2009). Thanks to these prerogatives, the company ”Phone Régie” (France) won a reverse auction191
although it had not offered the lowest price (COSTA, 2008).192

As a result, reverse auctions can guarantee efficiency for both the buyer and the supplier through the193
development of collaborative tools. Beyond the purchase price, it is also possible to increase the efficiency194
of the relationship with suppliers.195

It seems to us that the use of reverse auctions simply to reduce the price is a bad practice which can have196
sometimes serious consequences: strained relationship with suppliers, delivery problem, quality problems, etc.197
”It is possible to lose a call for tenders for a tiny price difference, even with a higher quality of service. Companies198
now want the cheapest products, full stop ”recognizes Michel MILCENT director of Office Depot (SCHOTT,199
2009).200

Likewise, to purchase general services, Barry Callebaut France, which specializes in the manufacture of cocoas201
and chocolate products, uses consulting firms rather than performing reverse auctions. ”These do not make it202
possible to clearly define everything that is included in the price. Certain criteria such as the definition of the203
performance of the service, the training policy or the progress plan of the candidate companies do not appear204
”, deplores Jean-Michel PONTHIEUX, purchasing and general services manager of Barry Callebaut France205
(COSTA, 2008). Thus, suppliers suspect opportunistic behavior by buyers. In fact, some buyers involve their206
usual suppliers in reverse auctions in order to confront them with new suppliers. The aim is to put pressure207
on the usual suppliers to force them to lower their prices (JAP, 2007). The risk of deterioration in the supplier208
relationship is a major and very complex issue for the Purchasing department, because this risk occurs at multiple209
levels: financial, legal and above all ethical.210

6 b) Multi-criteria weighted reverse auctions as an alternative211

Weighted multi-criteria reverse auctions can be a very attractive alternative in order to minimize and reduce212
the strain on suppliers. Indeed, other criteria that the price must now take into account: such as the detailed213
specification of the products, qualities requested, contractual clauses, notification of suppliers, etc. ”Modern214
reverse auctions introduce multi-criteria competition; we are far from a simple request for a quote! » (BRUNAT,215
2017).216

In this perspective, multi-criteria reverse auctions have shown their effectiveness in public procurement in217
France. In fact, the dematerialization of public procurement is growing strongly. ”Announced on June 20,218
2019 by the government, the process of reducing public procurement to a minimum of 1 billion euros by the219
end of 2022 has been launched, and must move forward quickly. In less than 6 months, the State Purchasing220
Department (DAE) must develop and start this budget savings plan, accompanied by a consulting firm, soon221
to be appointed, for an amount of approximately 35/40 million euros. [?] The objective now is to achieve222
more than 4% savings on 24 billion public purchases divided into 10 areas, real estate (including leases) and223
infrastructure works representing the first item with 42%. In addition, the 30 main suppliers account for 29%224
of this expenditure. However, the trend in the total amount of orders from the State and its operators is up by225
almost 20%” (L’ACTUALITÉ DES MARCHÉS, 2019).226

In fact, as part of a process to consolidate its purchases, the French Ministry of Culture organized a multi-227
criteria reverse auction for the purchase of supplies. The criteria adopted concerned not only the price but also228
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sustainable development (labels), delivery times, the candidate’s commitments to meeting these deadlines and229
the quality of the company’s workflow (BRISSET and MARECHAL, 2011).230

Thus, weighted multi-criteria reverse auctions rather focus on valuing technical quality in the context of the231
use of reverse auctions. We are now moving from a ”low price” transaction to a ”best price” transaction. It is232
therefore about highlighting the best value for money. It is in this context that a mathematical formula emerges.233
This formula incorporates the weighting of all the criteria set to determine the most favorable offer. The criteria234
Year 2020 ( ) G taken into account must be objective and precise so as not to leave an unfair freedom of choice235
to the buyer. The weighting assigns a coefficient to each of the criteria. The economically most advantageous236
offer is then evaluated overall, with regard to all the criteria that make it up. As a result, the analysis of offers237
becomes more refined, which favors the choice of the ”bestperforming” offer. The above-mentioned mathematical238
formula is used in order to determine the automatic reclassifications, with each new presentation of prices, must239
be brought to the attention of the candidates in the invitation. This formula must incorporate the weighting of240
the criteria as announced in the consultation documents of the multi-criteria reverse auction. In addition, the241
buyer freely chooses the most suitable coefficients for him (CCP 4 The method therefore consists in attributing a242
bonus to candidates (suppliers) by means of a technical rating. For the purchase of a laptop, for example , 2019).243

7 5244

, the technical rating N assigned to the configuration is the sum of the weight rating, the technical quality rating245
and the docking station rating, weighted by their respective weight (respectively 30%, 50% and 20%): N = (0.30246
x NtPo) + (0.50 x NtQt) + (0.20 x NtSa) Where NtPo: weight rating; NtQt: technical quality rating; NtSa:247
workstation rating.248

In addition, the technical quality rating, for example, can be the result of several sub-criteria scores (Table 2).249
Thus, as stated previously, the objective of weighted multi-criteria reverse auctions is to enhance other criteria250
alongside the price criterion. It is indeed about highlighting the best value for money. The formula used is:Me251
= Mo x (1 -(Pnt x Nt)).252

Where: Me = Amount of the weighted bid; Mo = Amount of the offer submitted by the supplier; Pnt =253
Percentage weight attributed to the technical note 6 ; Nt = Technical score (between 0 and 10);254

The higher the technical score, the greater the candidate’s bonus.255
However, the use of weighted multi-criteria reverse auctions alone is not sufficient to anticipate and avoid256

as much as possible the risk of deterioration of the In the same vein, Synertrade (specialist in e-Purchasing257
solutions) launched in December 2016 its supplier relationship. Indeed, the marketplace operator must organize,258
for example, a preliminary interview with the buyer and suppliers in order to explain to them the operating259
principle of the auction and to answer their questions. This process becomes more humanized and collaborative,260
through the training of the buyer and participating suppliers. It also encourages suppliers to seek the ability to261
meet a company’s requirements in order to be eligible for selection. We are now far from classic electronic reverse262
auctions, where the human aspect was almost non-existent accompanied by often ill-defined rules (POIRIER,263
2017).264

”Auction-as-a-Service” offer. The offer includes the creation and management of electronic reverse auctions265
via the Syner Trade Accelerate platform and, depending on the desired level of service, application on boarding266
7 7 Application onboarding refers to the process by which a user who has just installed a mobile application is267
accompanied and guided during its first use through the display of specific screens. and supplier training, or even268
total management of the auction: from the definition of the strategy to its launch and its restitution (DAVID,269
2017).270

8 IV.271

9 Conclusion272

A marketplace is a virtual meeting platform between buyers and suppliers on which they can form ”Many-to-273
Many” relationships. It allows more tangled relationships and offers additional services to the various partners274
such as negotiation spaces, tenders, electronic reverse auctions, etc. By fundamentally transforming the business275
buying process, electronic reverse auctions are opening up real opportunities for the business world.276

Whether used to carry out purchasing or sourcing operations, the electronic reverse auction makes it possible277
to streamline the Supply Chain process by reducing its cost and its execution duration. But even more, it offers278
the company the opportunity to reorganize the purchasing function, to simplify the procedures and to optimize279
the sequence of tasks. Electronic reverse auction is a way of working that changes the behavior of buyers and280
suppliers.281

However, today the task of the management of the company is to find the most effective price reduction282
methods. Since the products and services purchased constitute a large portion of the cost of goods sold, buyers283
may put ongoing pressure on suppliers. Indeed, it is well known that suppliers are often forced to accept this284
pressure to continue to receive orders. This, however, can be detrimental to their logistics performance.285

The article showed how managing the global supply chain remains the key to successful reverse auctions in286
the B2B sphere. Indeed, the buyer as the supplier must rigorously prepare the upstream and downstream of the287
auction in order to take full advantage of this technique. It is in this perspective that weighted multi-criteria288
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9 CONCLUSION

reverse auctions have shown convincing results via marketplaces. By moving from a focus primarily on reducing289
the price to a more global view allowing a better relationship between buyers and suppliers. Public purchasing290
departments in France are now particularly very interested in this type of reverse auction insofar as it takes291
several other criteria besides the criterion of price reduction.292

Despite the growing interest in multi-criteria reverse auctions and the advantages they suggest, we must not293
lose sight of the training and support of suppliers, which are a mandatory condition to successfully conduct and294
benefit from this type of reverse auction. 1 2 3 4

2

Figure 1: 2 Global
295

1The total price is calculated by multiplying the price and the quantity of each item, then adding the sum of
the amounts thus obtained.III.

2© 2020 Global Journals
3Public Order Code in France applicable to contracts launched from April 1, 2019,

https://www.economie.gouv.fr/files/files/directions_ser vices/daj/marches_publics/conseil_acheteurs/fiches-
techniques/miseen-oeuvre-procedure/examen-des-offres-2019.pdf 5 DCE (Public Procurement Companies
Consultation File) for the purchase of laptops on behalf of the French State in 2012 (Service des Achats de
l’Etat, <http://storage.ugal.com/6151/sad-et-enchereselectronique—sae-mai-2012.pdf >).

4For exemple if the wheight attributed is 7%, we will have the formula: Me = Mo x (1 -(0.07 x Nt)).
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1

Figure 2: Table 1 :

2

Score
of the
sub-
criterion

Purpose of the sub-criterion Percentage
in
NtQt

Ntcrit1 Quality of the shell, materials, coating, general ergonomics of the
product

20.00%

Ntcrit2 Quality of the hinge system, laptop locking device 10.00%
Screen quality, brightness, displayed resolutions
Any screen smaller than or equal to 12.1 inches will result in the
application

Ntcrit3 of a maximum score of 5 15.00%
Any screen of a size greater than or equal to 13 inches will result in
the
application of the minimum score of 9

Ntcrit4 Quality and ergonomics of the integrated pointing device 10.00%
Ntcrit5 Keyboard ergonomics 15.00%
Ntcrit6 Effectiveness of stop / start, resume and computer standby devices 10.00%

Additional hardware and software devices provided in addition to
the

Ntcrit7 minimum stipulated in the specifications and described in the
technical

20.00%

report attached to the offer
Total percentage 100.00%

Figure 3: Table 2 :
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